
Aleksandr Kalashnikov 
Lead Product Designer / Art Director 
with strong graphic and product 
skills.

Contact
linkedin.com/in/alexkalashnikov
alexkalashnikov.com
nasnimal@gmail.com

DataMilk

an AI tool that autonomously 
optimises E-Commerce websites to 
improve the customer

experience and drive increased 
sales

Lead Product Designer

> Led the development of the company's website, creating a unique 
branding style and assisting the company in communicating its value 
through the website and attracting new clients
 Ramped up potential customers' requests by 10% and sales by at least 

15% by enhancing the sales funnel and upgrading and adding features 
to the websit

 Determined the most effective landing page version for converting leads 
into customers by experimenting with variants each focusing on a 
different area of DataMilk's expertise
 

> Increased a sales manager's productivity from 2 to 10 presentations per 
day by reducing the time required for preparing customised presentations 
to 15 minutes, allowing them to create presentations on the spot while 
interacting with a client
 Observed client meetings and identified presentation formats that 

elicited more favourable reactions from the
 Identified the needs of the customer companies' product managers and 

guided our sales department in providing the additional technical 
information they require

 Improved the presentations by including more technical information 
about DataMilk's AI, integrations, and improvement logic, resulting in a 
reduction in the average time from first contact to contract from 2 
weeks to 6 days and an 18% increase in sale

 Initiated a full transition to Figma as a presentation preparation tool, 
standardising and streamlining the process and saving a significant 
amount of time on moving animated videos to Google Slides, which 
previously consumed 60% of the preparation tim

 Helped DataMilk gain more customers and raise $1.5 million in 
investments, driving the company's exponential growth

V–A–C Foundation 

an international non-profit private 
organisation supporting 
contemporary art and

culture

Art Director

> Helped VAC survive quarantine by developing the online magazine "Sreda" 
in just 1 month
 Solved the problem of balancing between capturing the attention of 

readers and providing high usability by rearranging the elements and 
informing users of the actions required to see some of the previously 
hidden content



> Built the the V–A–C website
 Led a development team of 5 specialist
 Created an online platform, or digital cultural space, that served as both 

an art project and a digital produc
 Applied the concept of serendipitous search to the website and 

implemented a novel exploratory user interface—a feed based on a 
metatag data model, enabling the user to discover extremely remotely 
associated materials

Work experience

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexkalashnikov
https://alexkalashnikov.com
mailto:nasnimal@gmail.com
https://www.datamilk.ai/
https://v-a-c.org/en
https://v-a-c.org/en


 Gave the homepage a vibrant feeling by devising a unique design 
solution: assembling a collection of items representing various events 
and placing them at the top of each imag

 Catered to the needs of all visitors and created the website's structure 
conveniently separating the Foundation's diverse content from the 
information regarding events and experiences available at GES-2, the 
cultural venue by V–A–

 Digitised the innovative diagramming language and integrated it into the 
website while maintaining a comfortable UX and remaining within an 
understandable framewor

 Helped the Foundation establish its position as a standout in the industry

Tochka Bank

the world's first fully online bank for 
small businesses

Senior Product Designer

> Developed Tochka XS app, an application for registering freelancers with 
the tax authorities and automatically paying taxes with no market analogues 
at the time
 Conducted research, examined the target audience and tested 

numerous hypotheses in order to identify the best remedy for each 
design issue that aros

 Eliminated the fear of users to make a mistake when registering their 
companies by describing all the steps of registering a business in detail 
and simplifying the process for clients, hence reducing the average 
number of support requests per user from 1.3 to 0.6 and cutting 
support costs significantl

 Gained the clients' trust by introducing a convenient interface for viewing 
transactions history

Osome

a Singaporean startup developing 
an online service for managing small 
and medium businesses

Product Designer

> Developed the company’s core products, helping Osome build web and 
mobile apps in just 3 months and raise $3M in the seed round



> Significantly contributed to the Osome chatbot
 Increased the conversion rate from leads to clients by 18% by 

creating a dashboard that simplifies registration and improves user 
experienc

 Cut support costs by 26% by combining the chatbot interface with the 
traditional one, implementing a screen with fields that can be filled in any 
order, and creating a smart button to display a modal window enabling 
users to return to editing the filled informatio

 Pushed the idea of replacing text notifications with a different design 
style, thereby improving the chat's UX



> Saved an additional 40% on support costs by creating video user help 
materials



> Reduced the number of client support requests by up to 50% by 
implementing a dashboard that displayed a history of recent activities and 
guided users through the correct processing of all documents and 
transactions



> Reduced client costs by 10% and cut average document signing time 
from 46 hours to 22 hours by triggering a reminder to clients to take a 
required action

https://www.datamilk.ai/


> Added the frame and and leveraged AI to ensure that the necessary 
photos of various documents uploaded by the company's clients were 
properly shot, minimising the quantity of unsuitable quality photos by 
50% and 95%, respectively



> Introduced universal design solutions for all desktop, iOS, and Android 
device modifications, enabling the company to reduce design costs by 
30%



> Single-handedly built the first version of the website



> Increased account managers' productivity by 20% by conveniently 
arranging sorting options for recognised documents and enabling the 
selection of multiple documents of the same type



> Helped the company to achieve a 30% monthly user base growth and 
increase the number of paying clients from 100 to 6,000

Urbica Design

a design company focused on 
human-centred urban design

UI Designer

> Significantly contributed to the GULAG Interactive Map and helped the 
project win the Kantar Information is Beautiful Award

External profile

Articles > The Path of Product Designer: Studio vs Product

> Design is overrated

> Four UX failings that e-commerce can fix with design

Publications > The best interface is zero interface. Truth or myth?

> 5 mistakes that reduce sales on a website

Conferences > Designweekend | Speaker

> CodeFest conference 2017 | Speaker

Educational Projects > Skillbox Сourse "Composition and grids"

Freelance Projects > Digital Minimalism Book Cover

> Unlock You Book Cover

> Stillness Is the Key Book Cover

> Ego Is the Enemy Book Cover

> The Obstacle Is the Way Book Cover

> The Excellence Dividend Book Cover

> Zone to Win Book Cover

https://www.datamilk.ai/
https://gulagmap.ru
https://dev.to/nasnimal/the-path-of-product-designer-studio-vs-product-56h3
https://dev.to/nasnimal/design-is-overrated-2m84
https://habr.com/en/post/682508/
https://pro.rbc.ru/demo/60e2988a9a794708d0eff6cb?fbclid=IwAR2ovfRTSkR919m818i6_rO239STCBYzSoXQ3N-dxG6IC9gjrHnSfdEQoE0
https://pro.rbc.ru/demo/62ed03d69a794738cc7ccd5c
http://designweekend.ru/izhevsk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-02OknawKo
https://skillbox.ru/course/composition-and-grids/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B07YNK7P93
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B085HWC7VM
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B08BMV5X59/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_77GPQVGFKD2CQ6V3RGE7
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08NX69WDD
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08J87T5G5
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B088P6P7RL
https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B088P774B4

